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The Final Report for the RAILS Overlay Project Environmental Survey was released on January 22, 2014.  
Since that time, Lori Bowen Ayre and Melissa Stockton, the Consultants who completed the survey and 
produced the Final Report have been contacted regarding some errors found after the report was 
finalized.  One interview participant and one vendor have sent the Consultants information regarding 
the factual errors that have been identified.  This Addendum details the errors that were communicated 
and the corrections to that information. 

Page 11 
Original Text: Only after the item is pulled off the shelf and the barcode scanned is the NCIP 
RequestItem message sent. 

Relais uses only five NCIP messages: LookupUser, RequestItem, AcceptItem, CheckInItem, and 
CheckOutItem. 

Correction from PALCI:  In Relais D2D when you pull the item from the shelf and scan it they use 
CheckOutItem. We're not currently using RequestItem in RelaisD2D, but they are working to develop 
web services that would use RequestItem. 
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Original Text:  Similarly, Auto-Graphics expects the ILS to support the CreateUser message. CreateUser 
is a valid NCIP message but it is not part of the core message set and no ILS currently supports it. … 

Correction from Auto-Graphics:  We will send the CreateUser message if we perform a LookUpUser and 
we do not get a UnknownUser response from the ILS.  If the ILS system rejects the CreateUser message 
we will send the ILL request to the next library in the lender list.  The library also has the option of 
preloading all potential borrowing library user records which would negate the sending of the 
CreateUser message. 

Consultants Note: 
The Consultants believe that it was an unfortunate time for the interview with MassVC, an update 
obtained in June 2014 was more positive regarding the progress that has been made by Auto-Graphics.   
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